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Specifications
Size: 5" x 3.8" x 3.1" (128mm x 96mm x 80mm)
Weight: 0.73 pound (330 grams with batteries)
Max speed: 1.7"/sec (4.5cm/sec)
Wheels: TPU
Fingerettes: Nylon
Warranty: one year
Safety regulation: CE
Batteries: 3 x AA (1.5V)

MODEL: WHEEME-V-2

Physical description
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Physical description

Top finger
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Quick User Guide

Insert the 3 x AA
batteries into
WheeMe’s bottom
battery compartment.
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Pressing the power button: powers WheeMe up.
Once WheeMe is on, one of three programs can
be selected by pressing the power button:
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1. Vibrating massage without using the
top fingernails, the default mode. Indications: as
WheeMe vibrates, a red LED rapidly flashes.
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Top Fingernails
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS:
1 Power & Mode
button
2 Top finger motor
3 Detachable wheels

4 Battery compartment
5 Sensors (Reserved)
6 Top finger base
7 Top Fingernails
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Quick User Guide

Select the desired program using the
applicable power/mode button. Lay down
horizontally on your stomach as flat as possible.

This product is a non-professional
professional appliance
designed to provide gentle massage to the skin.
This appliance is designed for household use only.
When using an electrical appliance,
basic precautions should always be Followed.
READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING
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Operation Guide

1. Pressing the program button a fourth time
returns WheeMe to the first program (Vibration
massage).
2. Every press of the power/mode button starts a
New 15 minute session.
3. WheeMe enters into pause mode if it is
positioned upside down. WheeMe exits the pause
mode when positioned face up again.

Place WheeMe on your back. WheeMe will start
massaging and steering itself over your back.

2. Relaxation using WheeMe's top fingernails
(Fingernails (7) need to be mounted to finger
base (6) first). Best feeling is reached while not
wearing a shirt or blouse. Indications: as WheeMe's
top fingernails spin, a red LED slowly flashes.
3. Dancing. No other massage elements are
used. Best feeling is reached while not wearing a
shirt or blouse. Indications: as WheeMe's wheels
spin, the light of the red LED remains steady.
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Operation Guide

5. The WheeMe has a power-saving feature for
the batteries when WheeMe is turned off.
6. Trying to power up WheeMe when the batteries
are too low causes the red LED to flash for a
short moment. The WheeMe then turns itself off.
7. While WheeMe is working, it is possible to
interactively force WheeMe to climb up to your
neck area for grabbing it and holding it with your
hand. In order to do so, raise your back slowly and
wait for a few seconds. Grab WheeMe with your
hand when it reaches your
neck area.

WheeMe will start the massage sequence and
automatically turns itself off after 15 minutes.

WheeMe can be turned off by pressing and holding the
Power/mode button for a short moment. Indications:
WheeMe's red LED flashes rapidly for one second
and then LED is turned off.
All motors are turned off.

4. WheeMe automatically shuts itself off if
batteries are too low.

8. Please note that in order to feel WheeMe's
top finger and wheels as they move along your
body, you should not wear a shirt or blouse.
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Important safety precautions before use !

1. It doesn't happen frequently but occasionally
long hair may become entangled in the wheels.
Before using WheeMe, tie your hair up or move
it to the side of your head .

Important safety precautions before use !
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4. The WheeMe fingernails are fragile. Take
extra care when using and storing it.
5. The WheeMe can only detect the curves on
a human’s back. It’s not designed to operate on
hard surfaces or to detect the edge of a table.
6. Close supervision is necessary when this
appliance is used on or near children or disabled
persons.
7. WheeMe contains small parts. Keep away
from children under age 3.
8. WheeMe is not intended for sick individuals
or babies.
9. Keep away from water at all time.

2. If not used according to instructions, WheeMe
might fall off your body. For more information,
read the FAQs and visit www.wheeme.com.
3. Don't allow WheeMe to drop on to the floor;
it's apt to break. When using WheeMe it is advisable
to lie on a carpet, blankets or other soft materials.
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Important safety precautions before use !

17. When travelling or going from one place to
another, the device should be stored without
batteries in order to prevent it from operating.
18. Keep WheeMe away from direct sunlight
19. The product could scratch or wound the
skin of the user and users should be careful
and take appropriate protective measures,
particularly when the device is being used near
the face or sensitive body organs.
20. The company is not responsible for any
bodily harm as a result of improper or
inappropriate use.

10. WheeMe is not intended for medical use.
Nor is it a medical instrument or professional
appliance. It is designed to provide gentle and
calming massage to the skin. Do not use this
product as a substitute for medical attention.
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Frequently Asked Questions

1. Why does WheeMe keep falling off my
body?
For best performance you should be lying flat as
possible.
2. Why is WheeMe's travel distance so limited?
Why doesn't it travel all over my back?
For best performance you should be lying flat as
possible.
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Important safety precautions before use !

11. It is recommended to use WheeMe 15 minutes
at a time and to let the device cool off between
sessions.
12. WheeMe should NEVER be used by an
individual suffering from any physical ailment that
would limit the user’s capacity to operate the
controls.
13. The use of WheeMe is the responsibility of the
user alone. It should be used appropriately and
according to instructions.
14. Please keep in mind that WheeMe could
possibly become entangled in clothes or delicate
materials the user may be wearing.
15. The device should not be washed in water or
wetted in any way. It should only be cleaned
according to the guidelines on the packaging.
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Frequently Asked Questions

To return back to normal WheeMe's range over your
back, select the desired program using the
power/mode button together with holding WheeMe at
a horizontal position. Alternatively, power off and on
WheeMe again. Normal WheeMe's range is restored.
Please note that in this adventure mode, WheeMe
travels at a higher angle of tilt which might cause it to
fall off your body from time to time.

To extend WheeMe's range over your whole back,
select the desired program using the power/mode
button together with holding WheeMe at a vertical
position.

What’s in the box?
1. WheeMe v2.0.
2. Detachable spinning top fingernails.
3. Quick User Guide.
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Frequently Asked Questions

3. The top finger tickles me too much.
If you are ticklish, we recommend purchasing
the WheeMe's "Feather Fingernails" which are
made of softer material. Check availability of
the "Feather Fingernails" and other accessories
Under our online store: www.wheeme.com

4. I don’t enjoy the top finger.
For full pleasure, the top finger should be used
when you're not wearing a shirt or blouse.
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Maintenance

Maintaining your WheeMe is easy. Simply release
the wheels and finger from the main WheeMe
body. Clean the WheeMe gently with a moistened
towel, taking care to remove any hair attached to
the axis between the wheels and the device.
Attach the parts back to the main WheeMe device
and you're ready to go.
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Troubleshooting

1. WheeMe does not turn on or keeps
powering down after a short period of use.
Replace the three AA batteries. For best
performance and longer hours of fun, don't use
cheap batteries.
For heavy users, we recommend AA 1.2V
rechargeable batteries.
2. WheeMe keeps falling of my back when
using according to the instructions.
Replace the three AA batteries. For best
performance and longer hours of fun, don't use
cheap batteries.
3. My hair gets tangled in the wheels and/or
the fingernails.
Shut down WheeMe and release the wheels by
pulling out the required wheel.
For more trouble shooting and technical
support, please visit our website:
www.WheeMe.com

